
 5. can it skip generations?

 3. what screening will i be off ered to protect my future health?  

 1. If i have lynch syndrome will i get cancer again?

 4. how does it aff ect my family? 

 2. what can i do to reduce my risks of further cancer?

It is possible because one of the body’s systems that gets rid of damaged cells 
are not working properly. There are certain cancer types that people with 

Lynch syndrome are more at risk of getting, like bowel, or womb cancer.

Try and live a healthy lifestyle, maintain healthy body weight, eating good 
food, exercising, not drinking too much alcohol and not smoking.

Taking asprin can also reduce the risk, but please talk to your doctor fi rst. Also 
having high fi bre diet with resistant starch (e.g. fi rm banana a day)

can reduce the risk of upper GI cancers in particular.

Two yearly check-up on your bowel (this might start from the age of 25). It is very 
good idea to become aware of the signs snd symptoms of skin, gynaecological 

and bowel cancers so if you are worried, you can immediately go to the doctor’s. 
There is also a one-off screening for Helicobacter pylori. This is a bacteria that 

30% of the population have in the stomach. Removing this bacteria may reduce 
the likelihood of stomach cancer.

No. Lynch syndrome does not skip generations, but it does not necessarily 
mean your child will get Lynch syndrome (there is a 50:50 risk of inheriting 

Lynch syndrome). Remember not everyone with
Lynch will get cancer.

Half of our genes and DNA, come from our mother, and half come from our father. 
If our mother or father has a gene that doesn’t work, they can pass this gene on to 
their children. This means their children has 50% chance of getting the damaged 

gene, so they are at risk of getting cancer. 

Your parents, siblings, and children have 50% chance of also having Lynch 
syndrome. They will need to know this information so they can take steps to

protect themselves against cancer.

Ask your CNS and they can show you where to fi nd support to help you
talk to your family.
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 6. wh0 should i tell that I have lynch syndrome?
It is important that you tell your parents and siblings about your 
diagnosis, as they have a 50% chance of having Lynch syndrome. 

Knowing this information can help them to take steps to prevent or 
reduce their risk of developing cancer.

If you have children, they also have a 50% chance of having Lynch 
syndrome. Deciding how and when to have this conversation can be 

diffi cult. This will depend on their age but most children cope better when 
the family is open and honest about what is happening. Genetic testing for 

children is offered from age of 18.

Remember that not everyone living with Lynch syndrome will 
develop cancer.

If you are planning to have children and you have a confi rmed Lynch 
syndrome diagnosis, you can be offered prenatal genetic testing and 

the chance to discuss other options.  Ask your doctor
for more information.

It is important to remember that you are not responsible for having Lynch 
syndrome. It can be good to rehearse what you want to say.

You could start talking about:

•  Genes being inherited, even the ones that do not work properly
• What Mismatch proteins are, and why they are important in keeping
     us healthly
• That cancer can happen when cells become damaged, and how Mismatch 
     repair proteins get rid of these damaged cells and protect us from cancer
• How the genes that make Mismatch proteins can sometimes not work 
     properly, and when this happens a person might have Lynch syndrome

 7. how do i explain it?

www.lynch-syndrome-uk.org

 8. Where can i get more support?
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